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Project: “Lost in London!” 
 
Here is some general information about London:  

• London is the capital city of England. 
• London is situated on the River Thames.  
• London is the biggest city in Great Britain and in Europe.  
• London has a population of about 8 million people.  

Now please help Paddington Bear and work in your group through the following tasks:  

1. Look at your map of London: Where are the sights? Write the 
coordinates next to the pictures.   

  

2. I am in Pont Street. Find it and mark it!    
3. I am interested in some sights of London. The sights are 

• Buckingham Palace, 

• Tower Bridge, 

• Houses of Parliament and Big Ben, 

• London Eye and 

• Westminster Abbey. 

     Find them on your map and  circle  them!  
 

     What sight is not on the map? _____________________ 

  

4. Take a felt pen and plan a route to all the four sights that are 
on the map.  

  

5. • Search for information about the sights on the page 
“Ressources”.  
Use the        signal words          from below, they help 
you! 

• At first write down three sentences to Buckingham 
Palace, Houses of Parliament, London Eye and 
Westminster Abbey on a piece of paper.  

• Create a poster with information about the four sights. 
Decorate the poster. Use colored paper and pictures 
from class. 
 

• Signal words:  
 

1. Buckingham Palace: lives, flag, foot guards 
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 2. Houses of Parliament: Big Ben, bell 
 

3. London Eye: passengers, ride, view 
 
 

4. Westminster Abbey: church, crowned, Eduard the 
confessor 

This task should be finished at the beginning of the 3rd 
lesson! 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
6.  Prepare a presentation for the 5th lesson. With this 

presentation you give Paddington Bear and Bear Harrods 
some information about the four sights.  
 
Use the sentences of your poster! 
 
Some ideas for the presentation: roleplay, interview, 
television spot, city guide,…. 

Use the material in class and be creative!   

  

Extra 
task 

Have a look at the page "Conclusion" 
 
Do the quiz on the WebQuest! 
 
Fill in the evaluation sheet! (Ask your teacher) 

  


